Heat capacities of mass selected deprotonated water clusters (H 2 O) n-1 OH -have been measured in the size range n=48-118, as a function of temperature. We have found that they undergo a melting-like transition in the range 110-130 K. The transition temperature is size dependent with a strong correlation with the dissociation energy around the shell closure at n=55.
Introduction
Thermodynamic properties of small particles are not the same as in the bulk. In general, their melting temperatures monotonously decrease with size, essentially owing to the increase of the surface to volume ratio [1] . At the molecular scale, that is for clusters of tens to hundreds atoms or molecules, the size dependence of the thermodynamic properties is more complex. The melting temperature of clusters generally still follows the tendency recalled above (with exceptions however, for gallium clusters for instance, whose melting temperature is higher than in the bulk [2] ). However, strongly non monotonous size evolution of melting temperatures has been observed for various atomic clusters, together with a similar behavior of the associated latent heats [3] .
First order phase transitions can be observed in small clusters by measuring the temperature dependence of their heat capacity (the caloric curve), which exhibits a peak at the transition. This idea has been experimentally used over the last 15 years, since the pioneer work of H. Haberland's group on sodium clusters [3] . Such measurements of melting temperature of mass selected clusters have been extended to a few clusters. All these methods are based on the same principle: cluster's temperature is imposed in a heat bath and their internal energy is measured under the assumption that there is a one-to-one relation, in the canonical ensemble, between cluster's internal energy and their evaporation rate. The evolution of cluster's internal energy int E as a function of temperature T allows deducing the heat capacity dT dE . The experimental methods used to determine this quantity differ only by the way internal energy is added to the clusters: energy is brought either by a laser [4] , or by inelastic [2, 5] or attachment [6] collisions.
A first order phase transition is characterized by a peak in the heat capacity. The position of the maximum of the peak indicates the melting temperature, whereas the area of the peak is proportional to the associated latent heat.
The melting temperature of small clusters may vary significantly from one size to another.
The main parameter that determine the size dependence of melting temperatures seems to be geometric shell closing [7] , but electronic shell closing also plays a role [8, 9] . The effects of the charge state of cluster on the melting temperature and the associated latent heat has been experimentally observed for aluminum clusters [9] .
Size dependent heat capacities of protonated and deprotonated water clusters at a temperature of about 155K have been reported by Sundén et al [10] . But it is only recently that the temperature dependence of the heat capacity of water clusters, for both negatively [11] and positively [5] charged clusters, has been reported.
The melting transition of water clusters is difficult to investigate: evaporation occurs at a temperature too close to the melting transition and prevents the observation of the whole peak in the caloric curve: from a temperature at which the caloric curve is still rising, evaporation of the clusters occurs before they are probed, which prevents measuring reliably their heat capacity [5, 11] . Only the observation of a whole peak would be a clear signature of a first order melting transition. However, the caloric curve shows a steep rise, which can reasonably be ascribed to a phase transition [5, 11] . The position of this sharp change in the caloric curve allows identifying and determining rather accurately a characteristic temperature for this transition. The nature of the corresponding phase transition cannot be deduced from such experiments, it may be either a glass transition or a genuine melting transition [5] .
We present in this paper measurements of the caloric curves of deprotonated water clusters. From these curves, transition temperatures are deduced, whose size dependence is studied. It appears that the shell closing at n=55 manifests itself as an increase of the transition temperature. The comparison with recent results in the literature [5, 11] suggests an effect of the charge state of water clusters on their melting transition. 4 This paper is organized as follow: Section II is devoted to the description of the experimental apparatus and an explanation of the method used to deduce the caloric curves is given. In Section III our experimental results are presented and then discussed in section IV. Conclusions will be drawn in section V.
II. Experimental setup and method
The experimental setup has already been described in detail in ref [12] and [13] . Water clusters are produced in a gas aggregation source. A discharge in the source allows us the production of ionized species. Under our conditions, we mainly produce protonated (H 2 O) n H + and deprotonated (H 2 O) n-1 OH -clusters. After their production, clusters are thermalized in a heat bath whose temperature can be controlled down to 25 K.
The clusters are then mass-selected, focused in energy and slowed down [12] . By selecting the polarity of the various voltages, one can study either protonated or deprotonated water clusters. This paper is devoted to the study of the deprotonated ones.
After all these preparation steps, the number of molecules n in the cluster is fixed, as well as its initial temperature T and its translational kinetic energy E k in the laboratory frame.
The clusters then enter the collision cell in which a controllable density of water vapor is introduced. When travelling through the cell, the clusters undergo a number of collisions with the monomers of the vapor, leading to attachment and/or evaporation.
After the cell, the products of the collision are mass analyzed with the help of a highresolution time of flight mass spectrometer. The mass spectrum at the output of the cell consists of several peaks corresponding to the intact parent clusters and to clusters that have undergone attachment or evaporation of water molecules. The method used for extracting caloric curves from these mass spectra is detailed in ref. 6 . We will only briefly recall it here. For a given temperature of the mass-selected clusters, we record two mass spectra obtained at two different collision energies E c1 and E c2 . The barycentres of these mass spectra are then plotted as a function of temperature T. The heat capacity is then obtained as [6] :
where is the average number of collisions and is the temperature shift that gives the same barycentre at (T,E c1 ) and (T+T, E c2 ). is proportional to the difference between the two collision energies and .
In Eq. 1, the term remains small under our experimental conditions. For instance, for the cluster size n=54, the term is about -5.10 -4 . The denominator varies between -5.10 -3 at low temperature and -2.10 -2 at high temperature. Hence this corrective term would at most increase the deduced heat capacities by 10% at the lowest temperatures and by less than 2.5% at high temperature. As will be seen later, this correction is clearly within our error bars. This corrective term will only marginally correct our heat capacities but introduces additional noise due to numerical differentiations. Finally we use the following simplified expression:
The average number of collisions is given by
where is the density in the cell, is the collision cross-section, v rel is the mean relative velocity between the clusters and the single molecules of the vapor, L cell is the length of the collision cell and v cluster the velocity of the clusters in the laboratory frame. We assume the collision cross-section to be given by a hard-sphere model as with
. This is to be taken as an effective value that takes into account electrostatic effects [13, 14] .
Measurements of attachment cross-sections have shown that only a part χ of the collisions leads to attachment (χ is the ratio of the attachment cross-section to the collision cross-section) [13, 14] . In the case of attachment, the collision energy is entirely converted into internal energy of the cluster.
For the other inelastic collisions, only a fraction α of the collision energy is converted into cluster's internal energy. Therefore in Eq. 2 where . The fraction of collision energy transferred to the cluster can be estimated in the frame of the impulsive collision model [15, 16] , which gives the value . We take the experimental values of χ from ref. 14.
The collision energies are given by:
Eq. 4
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, n the size of the cluster, T cell the temperature of the collision cell and E k the kinetic energy of the clusters in the laboratory frame. The form of the function depends on the velocity dependence assumed for the collision crosssection. For a hard sphere cross-section, it goes from 2 for zero velocity clusters up to 5/2 in the limit of clusters having velocities much larger than the molecules. Our experiments are performed in this last limit. If one assumes now a cross-section proportional to (charge-
given by 3/2 and 1/2, respectively, in the limit of large clusters velocities. Anyway, the exact form of is not crucial: only the difference of collision energies enters in Eq. 1 and the last term in Eq. 4 almost exactly cancels.
As will be shown in the next section, the heat capacities can only be measured up to roughly 140 K. Above this value, evaporation becomes too important to be neglected. We have measured the amount of evaporation by measuring the mass spectra after the collision cell as a function of the initial cluster temperature, with no vapor in the cell. The evaporation is characterized by calculating the proportion of signal appearing in the peaks at n-1, n-2, etc.
III. Experimental Results
Absolute values of the heat capacity C(T) are measured, in principle, with our experimental method [6] . The simple impulsive collision model we used gives only an estimate of the energy transfer efficiency in inelastic collisions. This model has proven to give reasonable estimates for the energy transfer in nanocalorimetry experiments [17] . Unfortunately, the uncertainty introduced by this model is difficult to quantify.
Finally, the imperfect mass selection of the parent cluster results in small residual peaks in the mass spectra. The influence of these peaks on the determination of the heat capacity is hard to quantify and may vary with temperature. In particular fluctuations of the heat capacity at low temperature must be regarded as experimental noise.
In figure 1 the error bars only include the uncertainties introduced by the data processing used to retrieve and the uncertainties on the determination of the average number of collisions. The global uncertainty on the absolute value of is difficult to estimate, but our heat capacities are likely to be at most overestimated or underestimated by a factor of 2. However, the relative variation with temperature has much smaller uncertainties and the determination of the transition temperature is not significantly affected: indeed, this determination relies on the shape of the heat capacity curve and not on its absolute value.
The heat capacities of deprotonated water clusters (H 2 O) n-1 OH -are presented in Figure 1 .
for n=48, 53, 54, 55, 56, 60, 70 and 118. The experiments were performed at cluster kinetic energies of 33 eV and 38 eV in the laboratory frame. The water pressure in the cell was 3.8 10 -4 mbar. On the same figure are shown, when available, the measured evaporation curves.
For reference, the heat capacity of bulk ice is also plotted.
The heat capacities present the same features for all sizes: a slow increase with temperature followed by a sudden change in slope. Evaporation sets in relatively rapidly after this change in the heat capacity slope, but clearly at a higher temperature and it is not responsible for the steep rise in the caloric curves. The dashed areas in figure 1 correspond to temperatures for which the amount of evaporation is above 10%. In this region, the initial temperature of the clusters at the entrance of the collision cell is no longer well defined, since some of the mass selected clusters originate in this case from the evaporation of bigger clusters.
From the caloric curves presented in Fig. 1 , we extract a transition temperature (the nature of this transition will be discussed in the next section). This temperature is deduced from the point where the slope of the caloric curves changes. This definition of the transition temperature is somewhat arbitrary but allows comparisons from size to size.
The transition temperatures are plotted in the top panel of figure 2 as a function of the cluster size.
IV. Discussion
For all the sizes investigated, the heat capacity of deprotonated water clusters is about 1 k B /molecule at 100 K, which is roughly a factor of 2 below the heat capacity of bulk ice [18] .
No definitive conclusion can be drawn about this factor of 2 given our uncertainties. Above the transition, the heat capacities reaches higher values (up to 6-10 k B /molecule) close to the one of bulk liquid water (9 k B /molecule at ambient temperature). These data are compatible with the experimental values of Hansen and coworkers [10] (see figure 1 ). For some sizes (n=55, 56), they even almost perfectly match. For the other sizes, for which our temperature range doesn't go far enough to establish a direct comparison, the heat capacity that we measure goes significantly higher than the value given by Hansen and coworkers.
Although one must be very cautious about this point, it is worth noting that this is compatible with the heat capacity going through a maximum at some point, thus indicating that the heat capacity might present a peak.
The high values attained by the heat capacity indicate that many degrees of freedom have been released at high temperature, indicating an order-to-disorder transition : There is a transition from a rigid to a liquid state, which can thus be called a liquefaction transition.
However, the fact that we cannot observe (because of evaporation as explained before) the decrease of the heat capacity after the transition, prevents from definitely ascribing this transition to a real first order melting transition with a well defined corresponding latent
heat. An enlightening discussion about glass transition versus melting transition in water clusters can be found in M. Schmidt and B. von Issendorf's paper devoted to the caloric curves of protonated water clusters [5] ; these authors conclude that it is impossible, using the known techniques for measuring caloric curves, to know whether water clusters undergo a glass transition or a melting transition.
Small water clusters are often supposed to be amorphous in the size range under study here, with a transition between amorphous and crystalline behavior somewhere between n=200 and 1000 [19, 20] . On the one hand, however, the dissociation energies of deprotonated water clusters obtained by an inversion of mass abundance spectra [21] (see figure 2 ) show a marked maximum at n=55 [22] , which may be the signature of a geometrical shell closing. On the other hand, the size evolution of the transition temperatures that we measured clearly exhibits a peak at n=55, which is likely to be correlated to the increase of the dissociation energy at this size. The melting temperature of clusters is known to be positively correlated with their dissociation energy [23, 24, 25, 26] :
generally, the more stable a cluster, the higher its melting temperature. All these elements put together support the hypothesis of (H 2 O) 54 OH -having (in its solid state) an ordered geometry, and thus that it undergoes a melting transition rather than a glass transition. For the other sizes, no conclusion concerning the amorphous or crystalline nature of water clusters can be drawn from the present work.
It is interesting to examine the effect of the charge on the transition temperature. The nature of the charge held by the cluster (protonated, deprotonated, solvated electron) may change its structure, and thus modify the transition temperature, due to different arrangements of the H-bond network.
The transition temperatures of (H 2 O) n-1 OH -clusters are compared in figure 2 to the ones of (H 2 O) n - [11] and (H 2 O) n H + species [5] , deduced, as in our experiment, from their caloric curve. Schmidt and coworker used a collisionnal excitation technique for measuring the heat capacity of protonated clusters (H 2 O) n H + in the size range n=60-79 [5] , whereas the temperature-dependent heat capacity of (H 2 O) 48,118 -clusters were measured by Hock and coworkers using a laser excitation [11] . It would be of a great interest to measure the transition temperatures of protonated water clusters around the "magic" size n=55. By analyzing mass abundance spectra, Hansen and coworkers [21] observed a different behavior for protonated and deprotonated clusters, in the vicinity of this size: they found evidences of shell closing at n=55 for deprotonated water cluster whereas for the protonated ones there is no shell closing, but rather a deficit in the stability of n=56 : The size evolution of the transition temperature of protonated water clusters is not expected to exhibit the singularity observed around n=55 for deprotonated clusters. Bottom panel: Dissociation energies for deprotonated water clusters taken from [21] . 
